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Abstract - In this paper, the authors propose an approach
with problems of electricity production in isolated sites for
tropical countries. Indeed, the geographical context implies
often that many populations live in rural areas and are in
the majority located at the edge of the rivers. The originality
of this work is hybridization with a photovoltaic system via
a common Direct Current bus and a maximum power point
tracking control (MPPT).

I. INTRODUCTION
The electrification in isolated sites may be made by

various systems: Power Diesel Generator, Power Water
Turbine, Photovoltaic system or Wind Generation
System. However, a small hydroelectric power station
can ensure functions on the same principle as a wind
power system: it transforms the kinetic energy of moving
water into electric power. However, the speed of the
wind is higher than that of water, but, as the density (p )
of water is more significant than that of the air

Pwater ;:800 ), a small hydroelectric power station (S
Pair

< 150 kVA) can produce more energy than a wind
generation system with same dimensions.

The authors propose an approach by a Doubly Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG) with hybridization on a DC
Bus by a Photovoltaic system. Indeed, by a small
hydroelectric power station with variable speed turbines,
a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) can optimize
the produced power. Due to the speeds and the flows
variability of tropical rivers, DFIG makes it possible to
compensate the variability in acceptable proportions and
guarantees a good energy quality in the network. A
vector control strategy provides constant voltage and
frequency, and this, in spite of the speed variations at
driving shaft and of reasonable variations of power
consumption; moreover it will allow hybridization with a
photovoltaic system via a common Direct Current bus.

Indeed, a DFIG needs for magnetizing an auxiliary
source, which feeds the windings at the rotor.

The originality of this work is to use a DC source
obtained through photovoltaic cells in a small
hydroelectric power station and a maximum power point
tracking control (MPPT).

II.HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Annual hydrological statements (experimental
results) and over 47 years statement of the principal
French Guyana rivers (IRD - French Guyana) are given
the possible variations of the primary source of energy.
We can note that at the different hydrological stations, the
medium flows can fluctuate in an average ratio going from
1 to 3. Thus, these experimental statements enable us to
better characterize the flows of some principal rivers, and
allow to make a certain choice of the unit turbine -
generator. Initially, the choice will be carried out by a
compromise between the maximum exploitation of the
flows with an output of energy conversion as highest as
possible and this with the minimum of civil engineering.

The power from a hydraulic turbine is given by

P I p*A*V3*P(W) 2 7 (1) in which

p is the water density (- 1000Kg / m3 tropical
rivers. 20°C), A, the surface of the water turbine (m2), V
the water speed (m/s) and 7 the efficiency of the turbine

The advantage of the suggested turbine Banki (or
Crossflow, Ossberger) is the simplicity of its construction.
This turbine is appropriated for ranges of flows (Q) going
from 20% to 100% and for falls varying from 1 to 200m.
Moreover, fig. 1 shows the efficiency (q) of such a turbine
according to the flow (Q) and the used portion (compared
with a Francis turbine) and figure 2 gives the efficiency
according to the used portion and the specific speed. The
german Banki turbine (fig. 1) has better efficiency than the
american (fig.2) [1].
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Fig. 1: Efficiency of the German Banki turbine (Ossberger) according to
the used portion and the flow compared with a

Francis turbine
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Fig.2: Horsepower and efficiency of an American Banki turbine
according to the specific speed and the used portion [1]

The Banki turbine can be operated efficiently on a
wider range of openings than most of turbines. Maximum
efficiency occurs practically at a constant speed. The
Banki turbine characteristic speed occupies a position
between those for tangential and reaction turbines. It can
be noticed that the power characteristic has a maximum
point to be extracted from nature, which may be different
from maximum efficiency. The speed at which the
operating point reaches maximum generated power is the
most important consideration because if the primary
energy is not used at the instant it is available from
nature, it will be gone. Mechanical controls use
centrifugal weights to close or open the inflow of water
for the hydro turbines (fig. 1).

III. MODELLING OF HYBRID SYSTEM

In order to perform MPPT (Maximum Power Point
Tracking) of a small hydroelectric power station, it is
necessary to drive the water turbine at an optimal speed
(see preceding paragraph). For that purpose, a speed
sensor gives the information. A gearbox adapts the low
speed of the turbine to the speed of the machine. In the
case of the production by hydraulic turbines (3), the
Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) allows to
optimize the produced power. Indeed, considering the
variable speed and flow of tropical rivers, the Doubly Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG), compensates these variations
in acceptable proportions while guaranteeing a good
quality of the electrical network. The strategy of
operation and control consists in providing constant
voltage V and frequency f and this, in spite of the speed
variations and reasonable power consumption variations.
Moreover, hybridization on a DC bus by a photovoltaic
system brings the magnetizing of the machine (V, f
regulation). Photovoltaic system may also contribute to
active and reactive power regulation.

Simulation results are obtained thanks to the
scientific Matlab/SimulinkTM software.

Fig.3: Asynchronous machine with wound rotor used as generator linked with a photovoltaic system on a DC Bus.
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a) General diagram
The Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) will be

used in stand alone operation. In this configuration, a
PWM converter with IGBT controls currents in the rotor.
Moreover, the originality of this system is conferred by
hybridization on a Bus DC of an already existing
photovoltaic system (as indicated in fig.3 below) which
will make it possible to ensure the magnetizing of the
machine.

The system is composed of a three-phase
asynchronous machine with wound rotor actuated at
variable speed (+/- 30% compared to rated speed) like a
traditional generator and of a converter feeding the rotor
which at any moment provides the complement of
frequency necessary to maintain constant the frequency on
the stator.

b) Modelling ofthe machine
Dynamic model of the doubly fed induction
generator

A commonly used model for the Doubly Fed
Generator is the Park model (with the assumptions of
using). Indeed, under these conditions, the asynchronous
machine can be described by a differential equations
system in d, q components; ok is an unspecified angle
with fixed axes related to the stator as indicated in fig.4.

Thus, the equations of the machine are:

k kV =R5Is s_-s

k kVr=RrIr

dP k
+S

dt
+ j°k (sk

k

In order to simplify the equations of the DFIG, the
choice of the reference frame where equations (2) and (3)
are projected, must be judicious. Indeed, the majority of
the authors chooses a reference frame related to the stator
field. However, this choice is not the best in the
considered application; the parameters to be controlled
being the stator voltages, the choice of axes shifted 900
behind on the vector of stator voltage (Vsd = 0 and Vsq =

Vs) is much more advantageous [7]. It allows connecting
the axis system directly to the frequency of the created
network. Fig.5 illustrates this choice.

V I_

%\q - \

vqv

(d, q) axes
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-
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; n ~~~~~stator fixed axes

Fig.5: Reference frame choice (d, q)

Under these conditions the generator equations are:

V =R I + dPs +jjo P
(4)

V =R I + d-P +JjP
(2) Vr Rr r dt rr

d(Pk k
+ r

dtk r

dO k
with: °0k = angular velocity of the axes system

dt
(d, q) and co angular velocity of the rotor compared to the
stator; Rs and Rr are respectively the stator and rotor
resistance.

Equations of flux are:
k k+k kD =Lj+I I

(D k =L Ik +MI k

and Oss=LsIs+MIr
Or= LrIr +MIs

(5)

By projecting these equations on the (d, q) axes system,
the equations become:

VSd = RSISd + dtd s(sqdt ss

vsq = Rsisq +

(k)

L,: stator cyclic inductance; Lr: rotor cyclic inductance;
M: cyclic mutual inductance

unspecified axes d, q

\Kl x revolving axes of the
X- -> @ rotor

fixed axes of the stator

+ COS ( sd

d(IPrdVrd = Rrlrd + dt r @ rq

dtIPrq
Vrq =Rrlrq + dt Cr(rd

The equations of magnetic
IPsd = Ls Isd +M Ird
(Psq = Ls Isq +M Lrq
(Prd = Lr Ird + M Isd

\(rq = Lr Lrq + M Isq

(6)

(7)

fluxes become:

(8)

Fig.4: Angle transformation
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IV. VECTOR CONTROL STRATEGY

Due to the multidisciplinary of the proposed
approach, the adopted methodology for modelling is to
structure the investigations fields by collaborations
requiring specific competences (fig.6 hereafter).

The investigations of hydraulic specialists concentrate
their efforts on the characterization of the river and the
turbine whereas electric engineering specialists are
involved with the control of the stand alone generator (V,
f regulation). 3 cases of operation are considered: hypo-
synchronous operation, operation at synchronism speed
and hyper-synchronous operation. Starting with
magnetizing from the photovoltaic system needs a special
and original approach.

The Matlab/Simulink simulation scheme proposed on
fig.6, is broken up into 6 modules: from left on the right:

- characterization of the river,
- turbine characteristic (which is reproduced by a

D.C current machine with MPPT control),
- generating hybridization on D.C bus through

photovoltaic system,
- MPPT control of the converter unit with the

generator (characteristics: 3KW-380V-50 Hz)
- connection to the network
- characteristics of a typical consumers load (R, L,

C load with the network)
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Fig.7: Disturbance on stability: a) stator frequency (fs),
b) rotor freciuency (fr)

Simulations (fig.9, fig. 10) have been carried out over
4 seconds (starting system). We can observe the stability
of the stator and rotor frequencies and this, after starting.
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Fig.6: Modular strategy of suggested simulation

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations (fig.7) have been carried out over 100
seconds (near the synchronism speed). We can observe the
stability of the voltage and the frequency and this, in spite
of transients reproducing a degraded operation
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Fig.9: Stability of stator frequency after starting

Fig. 10: Stability of rotor frequency after starting

Simulations (fig. 1, fig. 12) have been carried out
over 50 seconds (starting system). We can observe the
stability of the voltage and the frequency and this, after
starting.
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Fig.11: Stator Voltage of d axes (vsd in p.u.) after
starting
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Fig.12: Stator Voltage of q axes (vsq in p.u.) after

starting

Simulations (fig. 13) have been carried out over 25
seconds (starting system). We can observe the stability of
the voltage and the frequency and this, in spite after
starting.
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Fig. 13: Stator Voltage after starting

VI. CONCLUSION
Thus, due to the large speed and flow variations in the

French Guiana rivers, the Doubly Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG), presents an original solution of compensation in
acceptable proportions of the variability of the primary
source and thus guarantees a good quality of the produced
energy. Energy for magnetizing is furnished by
photovoltaic cells through a DC Bus.

Simulations show that this type of system used in a
Micro-Hydro Power Station is recommended for weak
height falls. A complete 10 kW test bench controlled by a
DSPACE system will allow validating the proposed
concept. Stability and performances have to be carried on

Further developments will be the study of various
control devices towards the interconnection and
hybridization possibilities with other electricity power
systems production with strong variability, (i.e. for
isolated sites in equatorial environment and a mini
network).

This multidisciplinary research subject appears in the
6th measure of CPER-DocUp 2000-2006. Scientifically
validated by the French Ministry for Research and
Technology; this project is granted by European structural
funds (FEDER), grants from the French Guiana Area, the
Government and the University of the French West Indies
and French Guiana.
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